St Helena Government
Agriculture and Natural Resources Division
BIOSECURITY

GUIDANCE FOR VISITORS TO ST HELENA

Welcome to St Helena!
There are strict controls on what you can bring in to St Helena.
Why do these controls exist?
As a remote oceanic island, St Helena is very vulnerable to the harmful impacts of
introduced pests, weeds and diseases. Everyone benefits from a strong biosecurity
system so everyone has a role to play. In order to protect the Island please note the
following restrictions on the personal effects you can bring in.
It is against the law to import honey. Honey isn’t processed and so can carry bee
diseases such as American foul brood, as can many other unrefined bee related products
and used bee equipment. St Helena at the moment has very few bee diseases and local
bee keepers are trying to develop honey production.
Fresh produce, plants and uncertified seeds can carry diseases and pests which
could affect our crops or native plants. Because of this you need a licence to bring in
fresh frit, vegetables, and plants. Only seeds commercially produced and packaged are
allowed (seeds collected by yourself from the garden are prohibited).
Honey and fresh fruit brought in from the ship are both prohibited.
In addition, boots and hiking or camping equipment can bring in weed seeds,
insects or spiders which can damage the islands agriculture or native plants and animals.
We ask you to please make sure that all equipment is thoroughly cleaned before landing.
All goods and personal effects entering St Helena are inspected by Customs on arrival
using a combination of detector dogs, x-ray machines and visual checks. If you have
inadvertently brought in such goods you can hand them in, or place them in the
quarantine bin on the wharf. If in doubt declare it to Customs.
This leaflet gives examples of the commoner restricted goods. For further information
about bringing or sending items to St Helena or if you have any questions please contact
jill-key@enrd.gov.sh or joe-hollins@enrd.gov.sh.
Thank you for helping to protect St Helena Island.
We trust you enjoy your stay.

